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The Absolute Jungle Experience has
already begun!

A big run of Dorados made this first fishing
week pretty unbelievable, with an average of
23 fish per angler!

Agua Negra:
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AGUA NEGRA
After 7 months of missing the best jungle river we´re happy to be
here again! The mix between the gin clear waters of the Agua Negra
and the endless structures of our main Secure river, gave us the
chance to make the best schedule for two groups of amazing people
and sharp anglers: the renowned Maddie Brennaman, Nick Kelly,
Kevin John Leggitt and his son, Finn Harbert Legginn, enjoyed the
jungle fishing in its best version.

Before the opening of the season the rain and cold weather made
fishing a little bit more difficult even when the level of our main
river (the Secure) was perfect. Kevin and Finn spent a couple of days
in the Secure river trying to make the fish move from behind the logs
and structure and it was worth it: they got a huge number of nice
fish, and some really big dorados before they got into the beautiful
Agua Negra river, where Maddie and Nik Kelly were camping out.
They got some amazing pictures of nature and giant dorados in a
crystal clear small mountain river. Fishing was great for them and
they all got crazy about dorados chasing and hunting sabalos, when it
is almost impossible to make a good cast!!!

After camps, the rain and cold weather appeared again, reason why
we all came back to the lodge and enjoyed the Incredible menu of
Leandro our chef. Weather got better very soon and by the end of
the week the guides, Miguel and Luciano decided to spend one more
day into the Agua Negra. They found a big group of migratory
dorados going up and hunting everywhere. That way, Finn, Maddie,
Nick and Kevin finished the week fishing our famous feeding frenzies
and opening in the best way possible another season in this amazing
destination.

Thanks to all of you for sharing our first week with us! 

Ready for more adventures,
The staff of Agua Negra lodge.



PH 1-2: Nick Kelley
PH 3-4: Finn Harbert Legginn



  



Sécure:

SÉCURE
The Absolute Jungle Experience has already begun! Another amazing
season started in this magic place, with many adventures yet to
come and many fish to pursue.



A big run of Dorados made this first fishing week pretty unbelievable,
with an average of 23 fish per angler!

The group of Canadian guests (Michael, Kevin, and Keith Calder) and
two Czech guests (Martin Brezina and Martin Urban) also had the
change to spend a 2 overnight camp in the headwaters of the Secure
River, enjoying their very first time in this jungle.

The weather was not on our side by midweek, but the camping
experience was worth it, as well as the fishing. The river turned
murky due to heavy rains upstream but even in this conditions the
fishing was great, with many serious Dorados between 12 and 16
pounds. The trophy of the week was a 20 pounder Dorado caught by
Michael Calder.

Our guests also landed many Pacu, and the biggest one was a 22
pounder.We cannot imagine a better way to start our 10 th season!

Ready for more adventures,
The staff of Sécure lodge.

PH 1-3-4: Santiago Dall'Acqua
PH 2: Martín Urban



CONTACT US!
---
 

General Inquiries & Business Consulting
info@tsimanelodge.com

CEO 
ceo@uangling.com

GO TO WEBSITE

FOLLOW US!  
---
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